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perceptions, politics, ethics, empowerment
media & temporal diffusion, exponentially
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Initial witnessing

conversations across geography, timezones, languages, actors, media
discursive terrains
discursive terrains
discursive terrains
discursive terrains
if you don’t even know

how can you ever respond?
IoT & 5G (by 2025)

![Graph showing mobile phone generations with theoretical latency and speed comparisons between 2G, 3G, 3.5G, 4G, and 5G. The graph indicates a significant improvement in speed and a decrease in latency with the transition from 2G to 5G. Source: IHS, Economist.com]
social witnessing

new eyeballs on violence?
radical inclusion

cacophony or concert?
intelligeace vs. information
managing exclusion, framing inclusion
private and privatisation

revisions of privacy, monetisation of data
new vulnerabilities

producers are not owners
new discrimination

data in aggregate can do harm
unpacking empowerment

disruptive can be harmful, new dependencies
informed consent & sunsets

mindful harvesting, careful investing, selectively using
homophily

‘birds of a feather, flock together’

digital echo chambers
not in the room

cognitive neuroscientists, social marketers, telcos
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